
 
Language Translator / Multilingual Extension for Magento 2 
 
Language Translator / Multilingual Extension is a comprehensive solution that saves you from 

buying different modules required to get different language packs for building a multilingual 

Magento website. Using this single extension, you can easily create '100+’ language packs that 

helps your Magento website quickly reach a globally targeted audience. 

 
Features: 
 

1. Easily manage Language Translator Settings from Admin Panel - 

● Enter the character translation limit 

● Enable / disable content translation using google API - This is useful in cases 
when you might have missed translating any content from admin side. 

● Enable / disable cron for mass translations. 

2. Special Variables: You can add special variables for which translation needs to be 

avoided. For ex: website’s name, description etc. 

3. Bulk Translation: Helps you translate content like products, CMS Pages, Blocks, etc in 

bulk saving you a lot of time & effort. 

4. Inbuilt Language Manager: Helps you search for any phrase in any language and then 

translate or edit it. 

5. Add Phrases: Option to add & translate custom phrases which are not present in any 

module's file. 

6. Translate product details, reviews and categories from one language into another.  

7. View Mass Translation Status through Manage Cron section. 

8. Offers 100+ languages for translation. 

 
 
Installation: 
 

The complete process of installation of the extension on Magento would be: 

 

1. Download the extension from your account 



2. Unzip the file 

3. Create a folder {Magento 2 root}/app/code 

4. Copy the content from the unzipped folder 

 

Module Configuration: 
Once the extension has been installed you will have to configure it from Magento backend 

admin panel by entering the relevant details, i.e. License Key, Google API Key and Google API 

character translation limit. You can also do a few more things: 

1. Enable / Disable content translation using Google API. 

2. Enable / Disable Cron for mass translations. 

3. Add special variables which you do not want to be translated, for example: your site’s 

name, email signature, etc. 

 

 

 

 

Translation Settings:  
You can also control the translations settings here, i.e. choose the text for translate button, 

select the product attributes, block fields, review fields, etc. that you want to be translated. 



 

 

Highlights: 
 

Translate: You can translate phrases of a particular module or all the modules from a selected 

source language to a target language. 



 

 

 

Search String & Translate: You can search for a string in a particular module or all the 

modules and translate it into another language. 

 

 

 

 



Custom Phrases: You can also add custom phrases and translate those into any language. 

 

 

 

Translate Categories: Translate all or selected categories into the desired language. 

 

 

 

Translate Products, Pages, Blocks, Widgets and Reviews: You can translate specific items 

or translate all with Mass Translation Option. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Frontend: 
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Translated Product Details 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

That was all about our Language Translator / Multilingual Extension for Magento 2. If you have 

any queries, feedbacks or suggestions, please contact us here. 

 

Thank You! 

 

https://magecube.com/contact

